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SYMBOLIC HISTORY: THROUGH SIGHT AND SOUND 
37: 20th Cent. C: VJorld Melt

!•) , Japan (Heian) 11th c. silk painting, Dai-itoku Myo-o, Fine Arts, Boston
MUSIC: Peking c. 1850 opera. Beheading a Son, opening, RCA-V LM 6057

How can an entropic universe be other than a tragic universe, 
its glory reared on the leap of flame? Our task is to celebrate 
the dangerous radiance of the later West, without the soul-abandon 
of. Jeffers' dance around the funeral pyre: "Someone flamelike 
passed me, saying, "I am Tamar Caldwell, I have my desire."

Not by an image of fire itself, or any of the burnings of 
history, but by a silk painting from 11th century Japan, Dai-itoku 
Myo-o, fire-guardian of the Buddhist Pantheon (with Peking opera)
we grip the pathos of the West in the life-death abstraction

)

of energy. . (fade music)

2) Fr. Gothic 13th-16th cent., N.Porch and N.Tower, Cathedral of Chartres
(CGB '59)

Had not the choice been made with Gothic - its last phase, as 
in the North Tower of Chartres, called Flamboyant, after flame?
In music, the old descent of the Greek tetrachord, settling ‘
through its Semitone to the Dorian tonic E - a recollection retained 
in Gregorian:

MUSIC: Gregorian, Easter Mass, dote of Terra treauit, MHS 915

— that downward scale inverts with early organum, climbs through 
the leading tone to a forbidden tonic C:

MUSIC: School of St. Martial at Limoges, Melismat'ic Organum from
-------------------------- the Benidicamus Domino, Haydn Soc. L-2071

— Dante's Paradise of flame already fulfilled in Perotin:
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MUSIC: Perotin c. 1200, Quadruplum close of Sederunt, Cape, ARC-14068

3) Phillipe de Loutherbourg c. 1800, Coalbrookdale at Night, Science Mus.,
London

With the blast furnaces of the 1800 Midlands, how earth-involved 
the flames have become, Faust's sky-hunger conflagrant with the hell 
compact — the combustion and flood of Wagner's Valhalla — soaring 
to an always higher diapason. Nietzsche: "Above all a living 
thing wants to discharge its energy." ‘

MUSIC: Wagner 1874, Gotterdammerung, close, Seraphim, 60003

4) 1st Atomic Bomb-, July 16, '45, N.M. ("Trinity") (Al .Cooke, America, 334)
(close Wagner)

5) G. Coustou c. 1730, Portrait of his Brother, Louvre, Paris
MUSIC: Bach c. 1715?, Little Fugue in G Minor, opening, Biggs,---------- - ' -... ----- Col. MS6261

If dissolving is in question, what energized human greatness 
(as in the character of a lost father) was to be treasured in that 
Western assertive command of the incarhate field. Yet even here, 
in the Age of Enlightenment, how Coustou's portrait of a brother, 
reasonable as MontesquieuSpirit of the Laws, flames toward excess; 
how even the most cheerful of Bach's fugues breaks in storm-tossed -i 
inwardness, beyond measure. (fade Bach)

6) Canova 1803-22 (a copy?), Bust of Napoleon,Gal.d'arte Moderna, Pitti, Florence

MUSIC: Beethoven 1804-8, toward close 1st myt, 5th Symphonie,--------- . _ . -- -. ... Deutsche Gram. LPM-188 04

In Canova's Napoleonic transformation, spirit (as Hegel says)
"makes war on itself". Revolutionary hope (Wordsworth's "A 
Blackbird's whistle in a vernal grove") turns to "hissing factionists 
with ardent eyes". Yet superimposed on that yielding up moral
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questions in despair, the now existential will has seized the 
grim hammer to forge something. Was Rousseau's Contract for the 
minimal or the maximal state? Thus the motion of liberation which 
had prevailed since Renaissance becomes the motion of constriction,

7) Arno Breker c. 1938, Nazi Carving, Preparedness (Kunst *81)
which has Hitlerized the later West. (fade Beethoven 5th)

We will not sift the recorded sounds of National Socialist 
rallies "With Songs and Cheers", for a music of the reign of 
Professor Doctor Peter Raabe, blatant as Arno Breker's 1938 
"Preparedness" — as if totalitarian "Renaissance" could turn 
back the clock of Spenglerian time, renewing the civic power of 
Michelangelo's David against Eliot's "Gerontion" warning:
"Unnatural vices are fathered by our heroism." Hitler:

)We must be ruthless... Terror is the most effective 
political instrument...A violently active, dominating 
intrepid, brutal youth — that is what I am after...

8) Paul Klee 1940, Death and Fire, Klee Foundation, Bern, Switzerland 
MUSIC: A.Berg 1935, from Violin Concerto, death passage

Against the Nazi head set what its call to strength had exiled. 
Paul Klee, most insistently subconscious of the great moderns, was 
purged frpm the Dusseldorf academy in 1933. He settled in Bern, 
where he died in 1940, the year of this picture, "Death and Fire", 
a wry handling of his own and the world's dissolution. But could 
Mein Kampf quell the fires by which it was forged? Berg's Violin 
Concerto on Manon Gropius' death of polio-myelitis; Rilke's 
surreal landscape of laments in the Tenth Duino Elegy, — with 
everything from Einstein's relativity, Heisenberg's indeterminacy, 
Godel' s anti-proof, back to Marx'* Manifesto and Rimbaud's "drunken 
gnat at the inn's urinal, in love with the barage and dissolved
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in a sunbeam"? (fade music)

Did these, as so many assumed, portend the decay of
Western power?

9) Rom'q-Gothic Castle 1228, Chateau-de-Mer, Sidon, Lebanon
By 1228 the crusading drive of Medieval chivalry had left this 

Chateau-de-Mer at Sidon, on the Lebanese coast of Asia Minor.
10) Moorish in Spain 14th cent., Torre del Damas & garden, Granada

In Granada, this 14th century Torre del Damas, with its garden, 
pool and Asian lion, marks the last Moorish foothold on the 
contested sub-continent of Spain.

11) Turkish in Europe 16th cent.. Old Bridge, Minarets etc., Mostar,
Yugoslavia

As late as the Renaissance the Ottoman Turk was pressing the 
bounds of Vienna, holding Bosnia and Herzegovina, building this 
Mostar bridge, minarets and towers in what would later be Austria 
Hungary, and then Yugoslavia.

12) V.Dyck c. 1633, Wm. Fielding, 1st Earl of Denbigh, Nat.Gal., London
Yet by the next century (33 years after Queen Elizabeth had 
licensed the East India Company), Van Dyck hugely captured what 
was to become the whole Pukka-Sahib imperial westernizing of 
the globe;

13) John Nash & others 1815-21, The Royal Pavilion, Brighton, England •
With Brighton Pavilion, fashioned for George, Prince Regent, 

from 1815 to '21, like an Eastern Pleasure-dome (though with the 
structural lightening of cast-iron), the counter-current of empire 
draws the styles of exotic lands to the novelty-seeking core. On 
the tide of post-romantic desire, who is fo be conquered by whom?

14) German Renaissance c. 1500, Dinkelsbuhl, center (CGB *59)
No doubt the energy that would revolutionize every phase of
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Western and human life had already, in the Renaissance German town 
(here Dinkelsbiihl) , given Gothic testimony of its soaring dialectic,
the free individual empowered in the civic frame. Yet even as the

«

traffic of another world explodes those towns, how remote they seem
15) Empire State Building, looking up from the street, NYC

from the Empire State culmination of that Faustian alchemy. In 
a community of nations preparing again to tear itself to pieces.
New York was skyscraping center, that slogan-capitalist world- 
hive, with the stock-market of its troubled art soul: —

16) Salvator Dali 1936, Soft Construction with Boiled Beans (Premonitions
of Civil War), Arenburg Col'n, Philadelphia Mus.

Dali's 1936 "Soft Construction with Boiled Beans (Premonitions of 
Civil War)" dished up what was hatching from post-romantic, 
depression and Fascism (as birds crack the shell). In that 
turning of liberalism on itself, transvaluing polarities were 
everywhere dividing and inbreeding. Left fought right, socialist 
communist, Trotskyite Stalinist; yet ultimate right and ultimate 
left converged in totalitarian seizure. In art, realism rose 
against avant-garde, avant-garde split abstract from surreal; 
isms splintered and cross-multiplied; while through them all cut 
the psychic cleavage of backward regret or forward euphoria -- 
whether the manic-depressive should affirm or deny.

17) CanoVa 1804-19, Theseus Battles the Centaur, Kunsthist. Mus., Vienna
In the Napoleonic upheaval, Canova thought to battle down 

centaur violence, summoning the heroic image of Theseus (though 
already strength swells too much toward a Mussolini pugilist).
While in Schubert's last symphony, classical form still masters 
the rebellious dissonance of Beethoven.

MUSIC: Schubert 1826, 7th Symphony, 2nd mvt, nearing close,
------ ——----------------------------------— Col.ML 5619 (fade)
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18) j,ipschitz 193B, Rape ol' Europa. .bronze, Musee d*Arte Moderne, Pai is
Since Nietzsche's transvaluation of value, that brute seizure

Picasso'sIS our own-- Lipsckitz' Europa, like/ assumpticns of conquering 
bull and minotaur. So Schonberg's espousal of emanicipated 
dissonance.

MUSIC: Schonberg 1936, Vln Concerto,- 2nd mvt, brief forte,
h through. Col. M2S 679 (fade)

Yeats, for all his concern with "traditional sanctity and
loveliness", must side with the "roof-levelling wind", the
irrational cry of Juno's Peacock, the "old man's frenzy" of
his own epitaph:

Cast a cold eye 
On life, on death.
Horseman, pass by.

19) Raeburn c. 1810?, Rev. Robert Walker Skating, Nat. Gal., Edinburgh
Has the complicity of alienation removed us forevear from the

human image as Romantic inherited it from Enlightenment —
Raeburn's Preacher Walker skating, from the time of Wordsworth's
Prelude: ("Fair seed-time had my soul")

We hiss'd along the polish'd ice...while the stars 
Eastward, were sparkling clear, and in the west 
The orange sky of evening died away.

Have we now the option of that Vicar of Wakefield wholeness?
20) H.Matisse 1905, Joy of Life, study, Haas Coll'n, S.Francisco 

MUSIC: Ravel 1909, Daphnis & Chloe Suite II, opening. Col. MS 5397

When Cezanne, Gauguin, Van Gogh, Seurat meet in the Fauves, 
those "Wild Beasts" (this Matisse 1905 Joy of Life), Symbolist 
rupture and escape soar to mythic elation — as in Ravel's 1909 
Daphnis and Chloe. And although the Bacchic dream of Mann's 
Aschenbach attends Death-in-Venice, it was still with the rapture 
of Molly Bloom that Joyce would close the Dublin wanderings of
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Ulysses, June 16, 1904:
and Gibralter as a girl where I was a Flower of 
the mountain yes when I put the rose in my hair... 
and how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I 
thought well as well him as another and then I asked 
him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked 
me would I yes to say yes my mountain flower and 
first I put my arms around him yes and drew him 
down to me so he could feel my breasts all perfume 
yes and his heart was going like mad and yes I said 
yes I will Yes.

21) Picasso 1903, Life, Mus. of Art, Cleveland, Ohio
And though Picasso had begun in the Symbolist Blue vein of 

early Yeats: "The wind blows over the lonely of heart/ And the 
lonely of heart is withered away/" — what Debussy had poured 
into the last phrase of Maeterlink's Pelleas and Mellisande,
"It's the turn of the poor little child"

MUSIC: Debussy 1892-1902, close of Pelleas & Mellisande, Col. M3 30119

(whatever Spectre of a Rose would be enacted in the new Ballet of 
Diaghilev or in the Diaghilev-haunted fate of Nijinsky) —

(fade Pelleas & Mellisande)
22) Picasso 1907, Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, Mus. of Mod. Art, NYC

Picasso by 1907 would have broken through that "Hollow Man" anemia, 
MUSIC: Stravinsky 1912-13, from Le Sacre du Printemps, Col. MG3 1202

striking d’eep into the mother-lode of Faust, Nietzsche and Rimbaud, 

bulldozing for Joyce the abstract violence of Ulysses' Circe- 
brothel, and for Stravinsky this 1912 Rite of Spring. As Picasso 
revealed, the crapping pose on the right is as much the earth- 
mother crouch of delivery. Was it not known from the start that 
when stressed forms are broken, energy flames? (fade Stravinsky)

23) Franz Marc 1914, Heitere Formen (A Schardt, F. Marc p. 160)

A i

Perhaps the visual ecstasy peaks (Fauve, Cubist, Futurist)
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Franz Marc's 1914 "Happy Forms" — such an overflow as Rilke 
gave words in the Second Duino Elegy, the perilous Archangel

t.

having advanced one step from behind the stars (Leishman & Spender) 
ranges, summits, dawn-red ridges
of all beginning, — pollen of blossoming godhead

(Pollen der bllihenden Gottheit,
Gelenke des Lichtes, Gange, Treppen, Throne...)
hinges of light, corridors, stairways, thrones, 
spaces of being, shields of felicity, tumults 
of stormily-rapturous feeling, and suddenly, separate, 
mirrors, drawing up their own 
outstreamed beauty into their faces again.

— "the eternal torrent" roaring its way through all realms,
inward, outward — until creative ecstasy climaxes in
terror.

24) Franz Marc 1914, Kampfende Formen, Neue Pinakothek, Munich (CGB *59)
It is the break implied in this "Battling Forms", Marc's other

masterpiece of 1914, that year of the Great War, when man appeared
the Faustian bungler off migratory course (Rilke):

...outstript and late, 
we thrust up suddenly into the wind, 
to fall upon inhospitable ponds —
Und fallen ein auf teilnahmlosen Teich.

In 1911 the young poet Heym imagined the catastrophe he did
not live to see:

A great city sank down in yellow smoke.
Sucked without a sound into the ground;
Vast above the ruins War heaves his' brand...

25) Geo. Davis 1916?, "Putting out his eyes". Imperial War Mus., London
Only above the sodden trenches and barbed v/ire could that First

World action hold the Fauve adventure of Homeric war — Yeats,
"An Irish Airman Foresees his Death":

A lonely impulse of delight 
Drove to this tumult in the clouds;
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I balanced all, brought all to mind.
The years to come seemed waste of breath,
A waste of breath the years behind 
In balance with this life, this death.

26) Nevinson c. 1918, Bearing the Wounded Over No Man's Land (Studio:
Mod. Engl. Art)

Below, Rilke's first flame elation at the "hearsaid, remote,
incredible War God", with George's, and Hesse's, mired in the

this ofdoomed Hyperion landscape of/Nevinson and/Owen:
It seemed that out of battle I escaped
Down sortie profound dull tunnel, long since scooped
Through granites which titanic wars had groined.
Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned.
Too fast in thought or death to be be.stirred.
Then, as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared...
By.his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell...
"I am the enemy you killed, my friend...

27) George Gross 1917-18, To Oskar Panizza, Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart
George Gross's 1917-18 Kermess of Death whirls us from Owen

beyond embittered Sassoon --
Does it matter? — losing your legs?...
For people will always be kind...
And no one will worry a bit —

to the armistice debunking of All Quiet on the Western Front and
No More Parad.es. Under the Dada compact to mock, the surreal to
estrange. Pound hones

Hysterias, trench confessions.
Laughter out of dead bellies...
There died a myriad.
And of the best among them.
For an old bitch gone in the teeth,'
For a botched civilization...

28) 0.Kokoschka 1909-10, the Marquis & Marquise de Rohan-Montesquieu,
Nat.Mus., Stockholm, & P.E. Geier Coll'n, Rome

But the war shift from euphoria to bitterness was a change of 
stress. By 1910 Eliot's Prufrock seems to have entered the 
indecision of "entre deux guerres" ("I am no prophet — and
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here's no great matter"). At the same time Kokoschka, in Vienna 
and Svvitzerland had uncovered the more blasted international 
neurotics of Eliot's post-war "Gerontion":

Mr. Silvero
With caressing hands, at Limoges
Who walked all night in the next room...

Madame de Tornquist, in the dark room 
Shifting the candles...

so the Waste Land also about 1919:
Under the firelight, under the brush, her hair 
Spread out in fiery points
Glowed into words, then would be- savagely still.
"My nerves are bad to-night. Yes, bad. Stay with me...
I never know what you are thinking. Think."

29) Brancusi 1919, Mile Pogany (bronze) (Life, Dec. 5, '55)
MUSIC: Stravinsky 1922, Octet for Wind Instruments, from First . Mvt.
--- ---------------------------------- ^----------------------  Col. SM 30579

In Brancusi's 1919 Mile Pogany, as in the jazz polyphonies 
of post-war Stravinsky, abstract sophistication leaves no clue 
to the mutilations style has plowed under. In that civilization 
of Chaplinesque extremes, what crack-ups were waiting under the 
brilliance of League of Nations, boom and bust, flapper dress and 
skeletal steel? (fade Stravinsky)

30) M.Duchamp 1912, Nude Descending a Staircase No. 2, Mus. of Art,. Philadelphia
Before the war Duchamp had painted for the Armory Show of 1912 

this Cubist and Futurist analysis of motion, charged somehow 
with the excitement of the atomic physics of those years — 

however the American public mocked it as "Nude Falling Down Stairs", 
or "Explosion in a Shingle Factory".

31) Duchamp 1915-23, The Large Glass: The Bride Stripped Bare by HerBachelors Even, Mus. of Art, Philadelphia
But the war made Duchamp too a mocker. New York leader of
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International Dada, with its nihilist debunking of civilized 
values. Such this "Large Glass: The Bride Stripped Bare by 
Her Bachelors, Even" (as bare as Wittgenstein would strip 
philosophy) —, this love-burlesque of scrap metal and pseudo
dynamo, to which Duchamp gave ten years of assembling and 
laissez-faire destruct. Yet how soon in the Avant-garde affirma
tion by negation, its junk and nose-thumbing would point the path 
of higher abandon (William Carlos Williams' "No ideas but in 
things"), to become the dynamic of a New Frontier.

32) Mondrian 1936-42, Rythm of Straight Lines, H.Clifford, Philadelphia,
(now D^lsseldorf)

MUSIC: Varese 1931, Ionization, Col. MS 6146 (about 2/3 in^after siren)

In the tightening of the '20's, Mondrian, who had begun by
abstracting from nature, stripped the canvas to ruled rectangles
of white and primary colors. Was Varese on such a course in the
percussions and sirens of his 1931 Ionization? Or Gertrude Stein
in her most arid reductions:

Red Roses. A cool red rose and a pink cut pink, a 
collapse and a sold hole, a little less hot...
Custard. Custard is this. It has aches, aches when.
Not to be. Not to be narrowly. This makes a whole 
little hill.

Better'her dying question: "What's the answer?" (and when no 
answer came): "In that case, what's the question?" (end Varese)

33) Japanese (Early Edo) 17th c., Jodan-no-ma, room in Shin Shoin Katsura,
Imperial Villa, Kyoto, Japan

MUSIC: Japanese Koto(Izumi Kai), Rokudan: close, Everest 3206

How much of the modern has its cognates in Medieval, Eastern, 
Primitive. Such rectangular grids as Mondrian contrived for 
panel painting unfold to articulated wonder in the Kyoto 
Imperial Villa. The conscious inventive novelty of the modern --
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"Well then, what’s the question?" recedes before the spatial 
ceremony of this life-room. (end Koto music)

34) Le Corbusier & others 1937-43-, Ministry of Education, Rio de Janeiro
In architecture what had seemed the rectangular quirk of 

painting gathers the powers of reinforced concrete, steel and 
glass for the functional enclosure of space (so Le Corbusier's 
Rio de Janeiro Ministry of Education). The art struggle which

• c

ruled lines had bypassed (Cezanne's life-fight for geometry in 
nature) resurrects in the tensile strategy of rearing against 
gravity (as Buckminster Fuller used to ask at architectural 
meetings: "What does yctr building weigh?") .

35) Frank Lloyd Wright 1909-10, Robie House, Woodlawn Ave., Chicago, IL
(CGB *60)

The most extraordinary genius of architecture, Frank Lloyd
Wright, was also herald of a new America:

a new ideal of civilization...based on the freedom 
of man's mind guided by his conscience...

Those wonderful houses, where nature flows in and out: (Wright)
We have no longer an outside as outside. Now the 
outside may come inside, and the inside may and does 
go outside. They are of each other...
There can be no separation between our architecture 
and our culture. Nor any separation of either from 
our happiness.

— from the Prairie Houses of the early century, the great one 
built for Coonley, or this for Robie in Chicago;

36) F.L. Wright 1952, Mrs. Clinton Walker House, Carmel, CA
through the Pasadena houses of the '20's, or Pennsylvania "Falling 
Water" from the '30's, to this on the Carmel coast, 1952 — 

democratic vision, empowered by wealth and daring, went on 
affirming itself, through war. Lost Generation, Depression, Nazi
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war, the advance of Communism, New Frontier, down to Silent Spring
and the napalm bombing of Vietnam. Wright:

There is a new integrity in America, alive and 
working with new means...for freedom and beauty — 
yours and mine and our children's — in the realm 
of the new architecture.

37) Same, interior looking out to the ocean
What did that private ocean-pavilion of steel and glass affirm? 

The splurge of America, the huge canvases of the N.Y. School, 
oil slicks, the looming energy crisis? Did it affirm its own 
negation? -- not far away along the same beach, the hand-built 
tower of stone from which Spenglerian Jeffers had written in the 
1920's: "meteors are not needed less than mountains: shine, 
perishing republic", and "This coast crying out for tragedy like 
all beautiful places"..."Burn as before with bitter wonders, 
land and ocean and the Carmel water." The very year of the house 
the vision of Adlai Stevenson would go down before Eisenhower 
and Nixon: O land, 0 cities; and down to tbe salt sea again.

38) Grant Wood 1932, Daughters of the American Revolution, Art. Mus.,
Cincinatti

Both Wright's avant-garde and his dream of America having been
opposed, since the eddies and cross-currents of between-wars, by
Philistine tradition — against which Grant Wood and Sinclair
Lewis had thought to wield an ironic scalpel:

There is a character in spectacles. '. .Babbitt' s spectacles 
had huge circular frameless lenses of the very best glass; 
the ear pieces were thin bars of gold. In them he was the 
modern business man; one who gave orders to clerks and 
drove a car and played occasional golf and was scholarly 
in regard to Salesmanship...With respect you beheld him 
put on the rest of his uniform as Solid Citizen.

Yet what is such an art mocking but its own limitations, its 
consanguinities?
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39) Picasso 1930, Seated Bather, Museum of Modern Art, NYC
MUSIC: Copland 1930, from the Eiano Variations (close) Dover HCR
------------ - ----------- ------- bT-7014A'~

Picasso's mandibled Bather voiced the same desiccation more 
radically. It was just the translation of worn-out content into 
the elemental charge of distilled abstraction that gave inter
national modernism its hard vitality.

So Copland (with less acclaim) in the hermetic experiment of 
the 1930 Piano Variations.

40) J.S. Curry 1929, Tornado over Kansas, Hadley Art Gal., Muskegan, MI
or RCA LSC 31^4MUSIC: Copland -1938, from Billie the Kid, 1st scene. Col. MS 6175

Meanwhile the counterdrive (this 1929 Curry) pushed sanity in 
art and reattachment to nature and man — to avoid what Marsh 
called "fantastic nonsense" and Benton of Missouri "sickly 
rationalizations, psychic inversions and God-awful cultivations". 
Life magazine and the WPA helped, Copland too, as if to show that 
a clever man can change styles like dress, led music on the 
tabloid tack. (fade Copland)

Typical of the aesthetic war, that when Barnett Newman, in
1942, attacked "Isolationist painting, which they named the
American Renaissance... not an art but an expanded Currier and
Ives revival", he identified it with Hitlerism:

Art in America today stands at a point where anything 
that cannot fit into the American scene label is doomed 
to be completely ignored...an ever expanding school 
of genre painters... telling the story of America's 
life of humdrum...instead of the old oaken bucket, it 
based its appeal on the hurricane cellar.

41) Barnett Newman 1949, Concord, Met. Museum, NYC
from

MUSIC: ■ Subotnick (b. 19'33), Electronic Synthesizer/"Silver Apples of 
—---------------------------- :------ the Moon", Nonesuch 47174 (Sf. Jno)

(hear close of Pt. Ill
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the work of Newman himself, this two-lined color-ground called 
Concord, based on the European abstract, but rapturously, almost 
(strange as the word seems) organically new, the mystic color 
pools of Rothko, action swirls of De Kooning and Pollock,^ with 
numberless variants of other experimenters — all that had pushed 
the, representational in turn almost to the wall. (fade Subotnick)

42) Max Ernst 1943, The Eye of Silence, Washington Univ., Mus. of Art
Had reattachment been an eddy in the always remoter flight 

from things of the earth; or is it a recurrent calling? Dylan 
Thomas at any rat:e, began (1934) with estrangement, surreal as 
this Max Ernst, The Eye of Silence;

■ Light breaks where no sun shines;
Where no sea runs, the waters of the heart
Push in their tides;
And, broken ghosts with glowworms in their heads.
The things of light
File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones...

43) Jack B. Yeats 1952, The Morning Sea, J.D. Rockefeller, NY
But by 1946, the rapture of "Fern Hill" ("Down rivers of the 

windfall light") or of "Poem in October", suggests an art as 
immediate in earth-praise as the Irish landscapes of Jack Yeats, 
painter-brother of William Butler Yeats, the poet:

t

It was my thirtieth year to heaven
Woke to my hearing from harbour and neighbour wood 

And the mussel pooled and heron 
Priested shore 

The morning beckon...
And I rose 

In rainy autumn
And walked abroad in a shower of all my days...

44) P.Mondrian 1942-3, Broadway Boogie V'Joogie, Mus. Modern Art, NYC 
MUSIC: Boogie Woogie (1936) Count Basie, etc.

Did even Mondrian, in wartime New York, follow the trend of
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earth-yea to the jazzing of his squares in what he called
"Broadway Boogie Woogie"— catchy as Cuininings' take-off on
first love as driving a car"

she being Brand
-new; and you 
know consequently a 
little stiff i was 
careful of her and (having
thoroughly oiled the universal
joint tasted my gas felt of
her radiator made sure her springs were O.
K.) i went right to it flooded-the-carburetor cranked her 
up, slipped the
clutch... just as we turned the corner of Divinity 
avenue i touched the accelerator and give 
her the juice, good

(it
was the first ride and .believe i we was 
happy to see how nice she acted right up to 
the last minute coming back down by the Public 
Gardens i slammed on 
the
internalexpanding 
&
externalcontracting 
brakes Bothatonce and
brought allofher tremB
-ling
to a-:dead.
stand- 
;Still)

(end Boogie Woogie)

45) Diego Rivera 1932, Man and Machinery, Detroit Inst, of Arts
MUSIC: Honegger 1924, Pacific 231, (close). Vanguard SRV-274 SD;
-——— cf. Mussolov c. 1928, Steel Foundry or Symph. of Machines,

-------------------------------------------- old 78 PAT-X96300

The Left had begun Avant-garde, iconoclastic in art as in
politics. (MOssolov's 1928 Machine music communizes this 1924
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Honegger "Pacific 231".) But the populist rallying, even as it 
absorbed the radical, veered in counter-revolt against it. In a 
Mexico which called itself Marxist, Diego Rivera (with others) 
forged abstract into realism, satire into proletarian acclaim.- 
Meanwhile Left and Right enforced totalitarian conformity.

One was tempted to divide Western Civilization into three 
overlapping spans: 1st, the mystico-ascetic or Medieval; 2nd, the 
free-humanlst, rising from that ground to Renaissance vigor, 17th 
century formulation, 18th and 19th century climax, with orgies of 
lacerative individualism extending into this century; 3rd, the 
ordered-materialist, growing from the industrial revolution to 
the state assertions of pur time. (end Pacific 231)

From the pragmatic perspective of this third, what was the 
whole surreal and abstract wave but a bourgeois pathology?

As from the flight of Symbolist vision, the mass hardening 
was a reactionary pathos of between-wars.

46) 0.Kokoschka 1913, Dolomite Landscape: Tre Croci, Horstmann Coll'n, Hamburg

Against its blatancy, stands the wonder of the ultimate 
modern: -- Rilke's last Duino Elegy, the Tenth, gleaming as far 
as its "stars of the Land of Pain" — "Die Sterne des Leidlands" - 
over the art scene.

MUSIC: Alb.Berg 1935, Vln Concerto, Philips ST 802-785 LY (opening)

What can we do but invoke it again, and with it, also the music 
its death molting claims — Berg's Violin Concerto, which brings 
the sensory renewal of the 'thirties to a like transcendence?

It was before the First War, and in the vein of rapt wonder 
Kokoschka approached in that Austria, that Rilke received the 
first fifteen lines, ending:
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We wasters of sorrows — wir, Vergeuder der Schmerzen -- 
...though they are nothing else 

Than our winter foliage, our somber evergreen...
Place and settlement, camp, soil and dwelling.

When the poet, in the trough of between-wars, found his way 
back to these Elegies begun at Duino,

47) Paul Klee 1915, Der Niesen, Hermann Rupf, Bern
the tenth had become a surreal pilgrimage:

How strange alas are the streets of the city of pain...
Franz Marc having fallen in the great blood-letting, who could

advance with Rilke out through the "wide landscape of laments" —
"die weite Landschaft der Klagen"? Klee, as much as anyone,
plumbed the subconscious. But can Klee's clever miniatures,
here Mount Niesen, behind the Lake of Thun, match Berg's requiem
for Manon Gropius, much less Rilke's ascent with the Early Dead?
(Leishman & Spender)

...in silence the elder Lament 
brings him as far as the gorge 
where it gleams in the moonlight, — 
there, the source of joy —

48) Kandinsky 1913, Improvisation (The Flood), Stadtische Gal., Munich
MUSIC: still Berg, Vln Concerto, skip to stormy death

It was Klee's miraculous inventions which had mediated the
1 1920 change in Kandinsky. Surely, there is a proportionality

between the pre-war and post-war styles in Kandinsky and Rilke.
The Apocalyptic storm by which Kandinsky turns his 1913 Flood 
disaster to a color vortex of earth-swallowing spirit, matches 
the 1912 stratum of the Tenth Elegy: "that secret weeping may 
blossom" -- "dass das unscheinbare Weinen bluhe", heart's looser 
night-surrender to the inconsolable sisters' loosened hair.

49) Kandinsky 1926, Several Circles, detail, Guggenheim Museum, NYC
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MUSIC; Berg continued into the Choral

While when Kandinsky comes, through Dada, Klee and Bauhaus,
to the ethereal geometry of this 1926 "Several Circles", it is as
if Berg had brought Bach's "Es ist genug" out of a 12 tone agony,
or Rilke, under pain ranges had found the "well of joy",

...with awe 
she names it, says "Among men 
it's a carrying stream"
—"Bei den Menschen/ ist sie ein tragender Strom"—

(fade Berg Vln Concerto & skip to the close)

So the close of the Berg, like the Rilke — up heights seeded 
with catkins and the spring rain — climbs the vanishing diapason, 
to

the emotion that almost startles 
when happiness falls.
die uns beinah besturzt, 
wenn ein Gluckliches fallt.

(close of the Berg, without speech)
50) Russian Byzantine 1508, Fresco of Last Judgment, Cathedral of theAnnunciation, Kremlin, Moscow

MUSIC: Russian 16th c(?), Christmas Hymn, Anthol. Sonore LP-10, A, 1

It is of crucial significance that the materialist nation of the 
future, Rhssia, should have remained so long immersed .in the 
lavic appropriation of Byzantine, (this 1508 Kremlin chapel), 

an orthodoxy 19th century Slavophils must turn into an earth-might — 

even to the passionate harmonization of all ancient chant, (fade chant)

Against so national a mystique, how could Marx say: "The working
men have no country"?

51) Kiprensky 1827, Portrait of Pushkin, Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow
In the romantic westernization of that Russia, this portrayed 

Pushkin, sad singer of autumn — "Sweet mournful days, lure of
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leave-taking eyes" — is .also the prophet a six-winged seraph
gave in the waste, eagle eyes, ears to hear the spheres "And the
green vine in the valley climbing", for his own lying tongue that
of the wise serpent, and for his human heart a coal of fire. So
he wakes to the voice of God:

Wander the gray seas and earth roads 
And burn men's hearts with this, my Word!

Was it then that he called to the mine prisoners of Siberia?:
The walls will crumble at a word...
And brothers give you back the sword.

52) Malevich 1911, Taking in Harvest, Stedelijk Mus., Amsterdam
In the Avant-garde revolt of the first quarter of this 

century, Russians leapt to the fore. Though most, like Kandinsky 
and Stravinsky, lived abroad. Not Malevich, whose break with 
representation kept pace, from year to year, with Munich and 
Paris. With the exception of a brief stay in France, 1912, and 
in Germany, 1926, he stuck it out, through war and revolution, 
in Moscow. In this 1911 Harvest Scene, the observed puts on the 
barrels of cylindrical abstraction.

53) Malevich 1913, Head of a Peasant Girl, Stedelijk Mus., Amsterdam
In this 1913 "Head of a Peasant Girl" Malevich moves, under 

the impact of Picasso's cubism, toward what he would formulate 
as "a feeling for the absence of the object." By 1916 this compl 
of curved foldings had also yielded to a Constructivism of plane 
geometry, culminating in the nuclear ultimate of "Suprematism". 
As Malevich wrote:

54) Malevich c. 1915, Black Square, Russian Museum, Leningrad
Suprematism compresses all of painting into a 
black square on a white canvas. I did not have 
to invent anything. It was the absolute night 
I felt in me; in that,- I perceived the creation, 
and I called it Suprematism. It expresses itself 
in the black plane in the form of a square.
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Though Diaghilev had observed in the cresting of 1905;
We are witnesses of...a new and unknown culture 
which will be created by us, and which will 
also sweep us away.

While the Revolution thought itself avant-garde, Malevich had 
art power in Russia. From Trotsky ("The mind of the artist will 
limp after the reality the politicians are creating") to Stalin, 
reaction hardened (was it the outrage of that Internationale 
where ground and trees were painted in loud geometries?)- When 
Malevich died in 1935, it was in poverty and neglect, his once 
Bolshevik attempt called "Bourgeois formalism".

55) Boris Johanson 1933, Interrogation of two Communists, USSR
At what flaming acts and inertia of art that overthrow and

changing of the tinctures connived. Here a 1933 Interrogation of
two Communists, with Shostakovich and Sholokov: . , <(Kouseva tsky;

MUSIC: Shostakovich 1937, Fifth Symphony, 1st Mvt, before climax, /
=: ..- ■ --  Col ML 47 39

Bravely, proudly lifting his head, Podtielkov mounted 
the stool beneath the noose, unbuttoned the collar 
around his stout sv/arthy neck, and without the 
tremor of a muscle, himself set the soapy rope...

"See -how few* are left to look on at our death... 
You have been deceived. The revolutionary government 
will come, and you will see where the truth was.
The finest sons of the gentle Don you have laid 
in that hole." (fade Fifth Symphony)

Let this picture from the year Hitler came to power exemplify 
the state realism Stalin also enforced.

56) Pavlo Filonov c. 1935?, Fragment of Faces ("Hidden Soviet Art",
Life Mar.28, 1960)

MUSIC: Shostakovich 1936, close of Symph. 4, Melodiya-Angel SR-40177

And only long after, with the literary underground we know of, 
paintings would appear of an Avant-garde suppressed under Soviet
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conformity: this mosaic of distrubed faces by Filonov, Leningrad
painter who died in 1941. Suddenly one would realize what one 
must have known before, that consciousness is like a gene-pool; 
post-romantic civilizations may demand, resolve; but they cannot 
obliterate what has been experienced by the soul.

It is a tribute to Shostakovich that in his experimental works, 
condemned or quietly withdrawn, we are hypnotized toward that 
other focus — as with the mysterious -close of the disapproved 
Fourth Symphony. (close Shostakovich 4th)

57) Peter Blume 1934-7, The Eternal City, Mus. of Modern Art, NYC
When Mussolini in 1923 popped out of the Pandora box, among 

battered books and broken statues of the Eternal City, he did not 
'look so green-faced as Peter Blume would make him more than twelve 
years later. Lincoln Steffens in fact had thought him God's 
clc.rifying thunderbolt. "You're a correspondent?" Mussolini had 
asked. "You saw the war? Yes. And the peace? Yes. And the 
Revolution in Russia? Yes. Well," he sneered, "did you learn 
anything... Listen. Do you think now any of the things you thought 
before you saw the war, the peace and the revolution?"

But if that was God's thunderbolt, Steffens obscured the
■h'

turning of God on himself — how Futurist ecstatic rant and 
d'Annunzio's foaming poems, leagued with Mussolini and castor oil 
to make the trains run on time, might overshoot. "Let us hear 
no more of the brotherhood, sisterhood and other bastard relations 
of nations; all relations of nations are those of power"...
Hitler c. 1920?, early painting of a dream castle, Life 10/30/39 
— So darkening Europe under Flying Fortresses.

Since meanwhile a most inadequate representational painter.

58)
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the Austrian, Adolf Hitler, had concretized, and, in the bitterness 
of German defeat and inflation, was deflecting his art from such 
paintings as this castle (dream madhouse he might have escaped 
from) to a Mein Kampf veering of Socialist Workers to the turgid 
Right. As Dante had said of the wrathful: "Portando dentro 
accidioso fummo."

With the Dachau smoke of that strange incinerator, the pathos 
of moral rearmament and soul-hardening would spread over Europe 
the fiercest realism of all.

59) Adolf- Wamper c. 1938, Genius of Victory, Kunst Vol 81, 1933-40
In the "Genius of Victory" by Wamper (another Adolf), everything

from abstract and Expressionist, D^da and Surreal is forcibly
reversed in the Charles Atlas imperative of totalitarian renewal —
caricature of Nietzsche's call to higher living:

A ruling race can only grow from terrible and 
violent beginnings. Where are the barbarians 
of the twentieth century?

(If only the Germans could have claimed a monopoly of theml)
60) Double: Saint-Sever Apocalypse c. 1050, Flood, Bibl.Nat., Paris;

and Picasso 1937, Guernica, det. of Left portion, Barcelona?
"The tiger springs in the new year . Us he devours."

' T.S. Elio,t in "Gerontion" had voiced that cyclical Coming — 

so "the innumerable clanging wings" and "Sailing to Byzantium" 
of Yeats' War, Civil War and post-war Tower. Even Picasso, 
though more Socialist than Christian, has visibly rested his 1937 
bombing of Guernica on a Flood destruction from the Saint Severs 
Apocalypse of 1050. So the Wasteland had shaped for its age a 
mythology of earth-sabotage:

What is the city over mountains
Cracks and reforms and bursts in the violet air 
Falling towers
Jerusalem Athens Alexandria Vienna London 
Unreal...
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(To which the Second War would add Warsaw, Rotterdam, Dresden, 
and all the rest.)
Double: Picasso 1937, Guernica 1st State; and Final State

Against the Communist realism of Russia, Picasso's Partisan 
testimony fragments space and abstracts emotion. From the first 
state of the Guernica (below) to the last (above), human content 
(the redemptive pain of the warrior stretched out as if crucified) 
is calcined and suppressed. Yet in a pictography where perspective, 
foreshortening, chiaroscuro go under, force flames some Heraclitean 
inverse of negation. While the claimants of world order cranked 
up their rhetoric, Picasso locked horns with god in the whirlwind.

•_Picasso 1937, Guernica 2nd State det. Warrior's raised fist
rays & corn; and Final State det., sword hand with flowers

Even so, programmatic message — Rilke's hazel catkins from 
the dead land, rooted far back in the Revolutionary and Romantic, 

s Weary the winters, at the last comes corn" — has 
shaped in the photographed second state of the painting (above), 
such a sun-rayed promise of grain from the warrior's raised fist.
And although the symbolic arm was to disappear under the writhing 
horse, it is in the final state (below) that what had been the 
hand of a dead woman, long since painted out, would resurrect as a 
spray of flowers; Dante's "so long as hope puts up a blade of 
green"; Rilke's "Heilkraut" of the Fifth Elegy, his "Singing plant" 
on the peaks of the heart". Leafing up from the clenched sword 

hand, it counters annihilation.
^_War II photo 1945, Demolition on Iwo Jima, Eastman House,

Rochester
So where the First War had ended in capitalist debunking, the 

Second swelled through Partisan alliance to a crusade of the
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"Peace-loving Peoples", while Churchills's rhetoric 

of "blood, sweat and tears" and "Fight them on the 

beaches, fight them at sea, fight them in the 

air", revived the myth of heroic action.

-- How fragile, in the wa^ of Eliot's West:

I was neither at the hot gates 
Nor fought in the warm rain...
My house is a decayed house...

I an old man
A dull head among windy spaces.

and:

Teach us to care and not to care 
Teach us to sit still

-- how vulnerable to My Lai.

64) Joan Miro 1942, Woman & Bird in front of the Sun

Yet through the war and the decade after, down to the

overflow of Hippie wish, something extraordinary happened; 

the partisan crusade incredibly veered through the reversal 

of Cold War into New Frontiers and the dream of free enterprise 

opulence. At the same time those arts which had begun in Dada 

mockery expand the same techniques (this 1942 Miro) to visionary 

wonder. In Finnegan's Wake of 1939, Joyce led all artificers 

of transverbal myth:

We who live under heaven, we of the clovery 
kingdom, we middlesins people have often watched 
the sky overreaching the land. We suddenly have...

A kind of a thinglike all trayloggedthen 
pubably it resymbles a pelvic or some kvind then 
props an acutebacked quadrangle with aslant off 
ohahnthenth a wenchyou may cuddler, lying with
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her royal Irish uppershoes among the theeckleaves. 
Signs are on of a mere by token that wills 
still to be becoming upon this there once a here 
was world. As the dayeleyves unfolden them.
In the wake of the blackshape...

65) Arshile Gorky, 1944, "How mv Mother's Embroidered Apron 
Unfolds in my Life", Coll'n Bagiev Wright, Seattle

MUbiC: Carter 1959. Str.Qrt 2, near close. Col RJi272l

At the same time the Turkish Armenian immigr^Kt 

Gorki (up to his accident and suicide) had seized on 

and was melting down the abstract and the surreal 

extremes of Avant-garde, crashing through about 1941 

to a subconscious plasticity of paint-fused 

canvas, drips and all, as it has been called, "a 

' phenomenology of the invisibile".
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Was the musical tie back to Ives, or to his followers, here Carter? 

(fade Carter)

It was Gorki's flag which bannered the pfncer attack (action 

painting and color field) of the New York School, of which Motherwell 

would write:

The present vitality of American Art is connected with 
the unparallelled depth of our democracy.

66) 0. Pollock 1943, Pasiphae, Coll'n Lee K. Pollock (or a later one?)

Pollock's liberation is like that of a Cage happening.

MUSIC: John Cage c. 1954?, from Variations IV, a live performance. Everest 3132

In poetry it was the old Pound (though hardly democratic) whose Canto's 

stirred such unleashing.

The stench of wet coal, politicians
............... e and ...........in, their wrists bound to their ankles
Standing bare bum
Faces smeared on their rumps, wide eye on flat buttock.
Bush hanging for beard,

Addressing crowds through their arse-holes.
Addressing the multitudes in the ooze,

newts, water-slugs, water-maggots... 
howling, as of a hen-yard in a printing house, 

the clatter of presses... 
foetor, sweat, the stench of stale oranges, 
dung, last cess-pool of the universe... 
the great arse-hole, broken with piles, 
hanging stalactites, greasy as sky over Westminster... 
chewed cigar-butts, without dignity, without tragedy,
........m Episcopus, waving a condom full of black-beetles,
monopolists, obstructors of knowledge, 

obstructors of distribution.
(end Cage)

67) Franz Kline 1959, Initial. Robt. S. Scull. Gt. Neck, N.Y.

In that booming growth market of elemental art, when the international 

Black Mountain voice of Franz Kline lets loose, in one of those huge 

free-brush signatures (this of 1959, called Initial), what is that 100 

inch vehemence of Chinese caligraphy turned to muscular release telling us 

of? If of Jung's "superhuman world of contrasting light and darkness"--
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the primordial experience rends from top to bottom 
the curtain upon which is painted the picture Of 
an ordered cosmos, and allows a glimpse into the 
unfathomed abyss of what has not yet become --

What of Jung's warning: "to which one is therefore in danger of suc

cumbing"?

68) Jim Gilbert 1949?, Chicago River, detail. CGB & D^B, Santa Fe

And when that last old master, Jim Gilbert, about 1949, so aware 

of post-war experiment, yet pursuing on his own the Cezanne problem 

of color shapes through the visible (the darks of this detail not 

unlike those of Kline's ink-writing), when Gilbert gloomed the Chicago 

River, what does that melancholy bum see in the clouded water but hints 

of Asian war and ecological catastrophe — Pollock's open-throttle 

democracy, slinging oil, ready to sling a rod? RocKefexler, Ketropoli ta.n
69) N. Amer. Indian, Mississippi Stage, Duck River, Stone Man, Mus. Prim. Art NYC

How much, all over the world, has been melted down into the restless 

improbability of that chain-reaction. With what timeless sufficiency 

the stone man of the Tennessee Moundbuilders looks back at the museum 

lookers of New York. To tell those upstarts how long that forest crouch 

could have been maintained.

70) Oscar Howe 1962, Medicine Man, US Dept, of the Interior

MUSIC: Native American Church, tape of chant with drums

Today, even in the Peyote-cult chant of the Native American church 

(Christian), the irreversible trend is of the melting pot. In this 

1962 Medicine Man by Oscar Howe (a Sioux trained in Santa Fe), Indian life 

gives theme and local color to a panal of which the consciousness and cubistic 

techniques are world-modern.

711 Clas^sical Mava c. 700, Hill temple stripped of trees, Yaxchilan. Chig,pas
—^^------------------------ (Gertrude^om)

In 500 years Classical Maya culture had exhausted its habitat
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(no doubt by cropping the jungle around such populations centers 

as this Yaxchilan, sacred city in a great bend of the Usumacinta.

Abandoned about 1300, it is only now that the temples have been cleared 

of whelming forest.
As when facing the monuments of the Near-East, of India, China, or 

the Cambodian ruins of the Kingdom of the Khmers, we are staggered by the 

contrasting glories of pre-Western man, each isolated fastness flowering 

in its own life and style.

72) Maya c. 800, Jaina Style, painted pottery (whistle). Lovers, Bliss Coll_l£
—'■---- ''----- Nat. Gal., wash. DC

.So in the late Classical Maya, the Gulf Coast island of Jaina 

produced wonderfully refined painted pottery figurines, in which ari

stocratic life is depicted with a finesse and verve as of the Orient, 

though with a fusion of beauty and the mocking grotesque elsewhere un

paralleled -- a tragi-comic individuation on its own human terms, to 

which we have lost the clue.

73) M. Ocoranza C. 1870?, The Withered Flower, Bellas Artes, Mexico DF

How weird, after the conquest, to see the whole expanse, from Toltec 

through Aztec to Maya, take up the leavings of Europe — Ocoranza, 

sentimentalist of the Federal District, receiving from Greuze of The 

Broken Pitcher this erotic double-talk of lechery and morality the 

poor debauched girl tearfully contemplating her snapped lily.

74) Orozco 1937, Hidalgo, fresco det., stairhall. Pal de Govierno, Guadalajara

No wonder the mawkish mummery broke to Orozco's frescoes of the 

Revolution, where the Meschittf firebrand Hidalgo frees the enslaved masses. 

Though that would-be socialist upheaval empowered another exploitation by 

the few.
75) Orozco 1939, Man of Flame, fresco, Hospicio Cabanas, Guadalajara

A,

Prophetic, that the national series of between-war Orozcos should
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culminate in the cupola of the Hospicio Cabanas in Guadalajara, the

dilemma of the man of flames -- as with Kazantzakis' Odysseus -- that to live

is to be consumed, the ascent of man inevitably his conflagration.

76) L. Garcia Guerreo 1961, Pintura 99, Priv. Coll'n, Mexico, DF

Meanwhile art-Mexico settled from the '30's peak of Expressionist 

propaganda realism to the undifferentiated internationalism -- whether 

weak or strong -- of Guerrero's flame and black abstraction, entitled, 

after Kandinsky and the rest. Picture 99, 1961.

77) Nok Sculpture of Nigeria c. 600 BC, Terra Cotta Head, Inst, of Arts, Detroit

MUSIC: Malinke (14th c. Mali of E. African), Percussion Dance
------- (calabash water drums tuned in 4ths) 01ympic:Atlas 6110

The African Black enters art in the Nok terra cottas of Nigeria about 

600 BC, these heads as charged with force as the drum rythms which, from 

that continental base (here the 14th century Mali of East Africa) and 

with unparallelled dispatch, would ravish the entire world.

78) Hellenistic c. 1st cent.BS, Young Negro Musician, bronze, det. Chalons-sur-Saone

A measure of that power (with which Faulkner, who calls it indomitable, 

has energized his fiction), that when it fans out 500 years later from the 

Nile into Graeco-Rome, the most sophistic Hellenistic bronzes suddenly sway 

with the pulse of black body and the throb of black soul.

79) Eakins 1878, Negro Boy Dancing, watercolor, Metro. Mus, NYC

A measure — that when in Eakins' Emancipated Philadelphia (after the 

Civil War) the lithe banjoist strikes up, it is recognizably in the same 

beat; and when the boy responds for his father with a dance, it is with 

the unaltered suppleness of abandoned ligatures. No doubt, through all 

vicissitudes, the Negro, as unmistakably as any group in history, will have 

held his own. (fade Malinke drums)

80) Abu Salley (US Black) 1977, acquatint & etching; "And they tried to kill all
our Buffalo"; C.G. Bell Coll'n
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Yet when today's American Black rouses the Irish blood of his 

ancient servitude, and under the Mohammedan name of Abu Salley, takes over, 

in post-Gdya etching (with the hanged Christ), the dismembered totems of 

our Indian tragedy -- "They tried to kill all our Buffalo" -- he is as 

catastrophically world-modern as the French, or English poems of the New 

Africa • this Parkes, of Ghana, "Apocalypse";

In the last days'.
Strange sights shall visit the earth.
Sights that may turn to blood the moon.
This sun to midnight -- in the last days.

But now, when swords are not yet ploughshares.
And spears still spears...
Remember, my little ones...

If in this strange sub-human realm
Your eyes fall on a stone, a hard black stone.
Lifeless and muddy, that has grown a beard.
Pray children...ask no questions...

If perchance you see a hare that roars 
Or an ape perched in a palanquin.
Look on in silence. Quickly pass by.
Quickly.

81) Double: Attic c. 285 BC (replica). Head of Epicurus, Met. Mus., NYC; and Hadda
(Gandhara) c. 4th cent. AD, Stucco bust of an Ascetic, Mus., Kabul

MUSIC: Bismillah Khan (Benares) Shehnai (cf. oboe) & acc't, Raga-Lalat, Odeon ______ V..::::: ------- ------MOAE 113

The excavations of the Indus Valley reach back to the earliest 

civilizations of the third millennium; but the India we think of as primordial, 

has elaborated its arts since contact with Alexander. As Dion Chrysostom 

records (c. 80 AD) : "even among the Indians, they say, Homer's poetry is 

sung, having been translated by them into their own dialect." If the epics 

so implied .claim -- like the Vedas — the second millennium of Aryan conquest, 

the earliest Sanscrit inscription remains of 150 AD; and who can rear a history 

of thought, poetry and music over the flux of oral tradition? In art, on the 

contrary, we perceive at a glance the Indianization of the Greek philosopher
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image, from this urbane Epicurus (left) stemming from the 3rd century BC; 

to the Gandharan ascetic of Hadda (right), in what is now Afganistan.

82) Indian (Madya Pradesh) c. 1000 AD, Kandarya-Makadeo (Siva) Temple, Kajuraho,
N. India

When Bismillah Khan of Benares performs on the Shehnai (a kind of oboe) 

this Raga-Lalat, a melody of morning pathos, to the tablat 16 beat Teental 

rythm, that improvisation of today issues like robed Brahmins from the por

tal of the living past -- this lOOOAD Shiva temple in Madya Pradesh. Here 

no revolution has occurred; in art, in music, in the recitation of Sanscrit

hymns, it might seem timeless India was flowering still. (jump to close of
■ Ra^

83) Indian scene, on the banks of the Ganges in Benares (Hurlimann,)

Though the whole life of India, through British occupation, Ghandi 

and the achievement of independence, cries out (as here on the Benares 

banks of the Ganges) how desperately that soul-stretched land is caught 

in the aTl-melting whirl of modern necessity ; "Do not go gentle into that 

good nighti" It is the Third World of Galway Kinnell's "To a Child in 

Calcutta";

In Calcutta, I thought.
Every pimp, taxi driver, whore and begger.
Dowsed for me through the alleys day and night -- 
In Bandook Gulli I came upon you,

I

On a street crossed by fading songs
I held you in my arms
Until you slept, in these arms.
In rags, in the pain of a little flesh.

84) Affandi (Indonesian Expressionist) c. 1940?, The Barber, Museo d'Arte Orientale,
Rome

And when Buddhist India spilled over into the Cambodian Kingdom of the 

Khmers, how remote that jungle majesty from what the Wes tern-trained 

Expressionist, Affandi, has recorded in his "Barber" -- not to speak of the 

Manifesto now invading the Indonesian poverty- vacuum of coca-cola exploitation
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and napalm-war. (end Raga)

85) China (Sung) c. 12th cent., Kuan-yin (Bodhisattva), Fine Arts, Boston

MUSIC: Ancient Chinese, Tzuey Ueng Charn, played on the chyn (zither), RCA-V-LM
----  ■ —---------------------------------------------------- ^---------------  6057, Side 1, Band 1

Erom the imperial China of this 12th century polychromed wood; Kuan-yin 

Compassionate Bodhisattva in the posture of Royal relaxatioi^a figure of 

meditational command, with a zither tune of refined intoxication, (end zither)

86) Hua T'ien-yu (Chinese Sculptor) c. 1940?, Air Raid, Priv. Coll'n, Paris 

the same time-vortex whirls us (about 1940?) into the "Air Raid" of Paris 

trained Hua t'ien-yu; where Oriental mother and children, stretched on the. 

wish and danger of romantic self and mechanized war, seek, like a bomb shelter, 

the containment of abstraction. Though again what would intervene would be 

the Communist absorption of individual desire in a realism no lessTfestern 

than propaganda gladness --

87) No. Korean 1975, "The Fatherly Leader Marshal Kim.II Sung with our Compatriots,
from Japan", Commun. Publication

here from the-Democratic People's Republic of North Korea, "The Fatherly 

Leader Marshal. Kim II Sung with our Compatriots from Japan" -- which, 

though it purports to be most militantly of the East, has scarcely a trace of 

anything Less Euro-American than pie in the sky. Is not the touted 

"Immortal Juche Idea" of the fatherly leader himself a plural rehandling of 

the most blatant Victorian poem, Henley's "Invictus": "I am the master of 

my fate...the captain of my soul"?

At the same time that the East has materialized that promise --

88) India (N.W. Deccan) 5th Cent., Gautama, the Buddha, Cave 10, Ajanta 

MUSIC: Tibet, Lamaist Chanting, RCA-V-LM 6067, Side II, Band 1,b

the flower-child West, alienated from those goods, reverts to a quietism the 

Orient has abandoned — this haloed Gautama Buddha of 5th century Ajanta, with
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Tibetan drums and chant. That an ancient cave religion, however, stemming 

from the earth-denial and search of soul it shared with early Christianity, 

could now, uprooted from its habitat, answer for mechanized man, seems as in

congruous as when a Buddhist monk rides a motor bike to his protest 

immolation, (fade Lamaist chant)

89) Blue glow of Neutrons in a high flux reactor. Oak Ridge, Tenn.

and uses the gasoline to set himself on fire.

Here art images knock under; since that blue grotto of neutrons in the 

water of a high flux reactor at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, says things no painting, 

statue or building will ever say about the Promethean overweening of our three

fold world, its fission and fusion building to a threshold, whether of advance 

or catastrophe is not yet decipherable in the cards.

90) Double: Paul Klee l903. Portrait of the Artist's Sister, and 1918, "Einst dem
Grau der Nacht enttaucht", both Klee Foundation, Bern

Is the spaceflight from connection the only art-vivifier, where syn

thesizing responsibility has gone stale?

Thus Klee from 1903 (left) to 1918 (right); and surely if realism offers so 

little in the treatment of a loved sister, it must be time to dissolve those 

constructs of the physical, into cryptographs of lettered color-squares:

"Einst den] Grau der Nacht enttaucht" — "Once from the gray of nighd; emerged/ 

The heavy and dear/ and strong from fire" -- with the rest of the fathomless 

message, penned above and painted below.

91) Mexico, Mahogany Logs on a pon. , near Lacanha, Chiapas (C6B '78)

Was there a tie, when the abstract chessboard took over, in the break

down of realistic cultivation — a link always stronger from war through 

between-war and second war, to now (mahogany logs floating on a lake in the 

vanishing Lacandon rain-forest, Chiapas)-- a tie between the miscarriage 

of earth and of art-representation --
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92) Skylab nears reentry 1979, NASA (Smithsonian May 79) 

as between the desperate gamble of other worlds (Skylab 1979, nearing 

reentry), and the assault of abstract art on the secrets of the void?

93) Geo. Catlin 1836, Sioux Indians pursuing a stag in a- canoe, Smithsonian
------------- -----------—------------------ Wash. DC

Wherever-polarities, (Empedocles'^Eros and Eris, Love and Hate) 

are to be drawn, like light and dark, from the mottlings of the actual 

-- all phenomena, all experienced states, though we give them polar 

names (as bound and free), can no more coincide with their limits 

than a hyperbola can touch its asymptotes. Fire and water treated 

as symbolic opposites are other than their haunting appearances in 

nature and history. As far back as Catlin's first studies of fhe 

American West, this water-rich concord of man and nature sets fire- 

stick killer against grazer.

94) Catlin 1830, Prarie meadows burning, upper Missouri, Smithsonian, Wash.__DC

As here the same upper-Missouri sets, against the slow uprearing of 

plant, fire -- both Heraclitean, all-consuming limit, and a seasonal 

process, destruction contained in the form-building balances of nature. 

Already Catlin's America is stretched over straining absolutes of leaf 

and flam^.
95) Japan (Heian Period) lOth-llth cent., Dai-itoku Myo-o, Fine Arts, Boston,

MUSIC: Peking c. 1850,opera. Beheading a Son, close, RCA-V-LM—6057 (1 ,6.)

So if they were indeed gods, those worshipped ambivalencies (this Dai- 

itoku Myo-o, fire guardian of the Esoteric Buddhist Pantheon, with whom our 

World Melt began — here too with Peking opera), they must have stared 

through it all before, like Yeats' "Old Rocky Face" — laughing "in 

tragic joy". (end Peking Opera)

Foreseeing that at the end of romantic reversal and abstract splurge.
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from between wars and after, to the Hippie disburdening of all restraint, 

■96) M. Rothko 1936, Self Portrait, estate of Mary A. Rothko

ther^ would come a man named Rothko, American, born in Russia 1902, 

his 1936 Self Portrait the burnt-out malaise of old Europe landed in 

Melting Pot New York, — that pathos of the '30's crying for the ab

stract conversion of the '50's, compared by some with Paul's cataclysm 

by blinding light — though William Carlos Williams' "I gave up" had 

explored the way -- based everywhere, from fceat defiance to drugged 
hope, on the same desperate evidence, to boost ultimate negation into 

transration orbit; --

97V Rothko 1938, Subway Scene, Rothko Estate (Guggenheim Rothko show).

Foreseeable, he would try New Deal realism, still groping at age 36 — 

this Subway, he would try, and fail, rather inconspicuously; until 

surreal and abstract, Kandinsky, Miro, Gorky came to the rescue 

98) Rothko 1945, Primeval Landscape, Estate of the Artist (Guggenheim Show)

(this primeval Landscape of 1945) — as he would later theorize:

The progression of a painter's work as it travels 
in time from point to point, will be toward clarity; 
toward the elimination of all obstacles between the 
painter and the idea, and between the idea and the observer.
As examples of such obstacles, I give (among others) memory, 
history or geometry, which are swamps of generalization 
from’which one might pull out parodies of ideas (which are ghosts) 
but never an idea in itself. To achieve this clarity is, 
inevitably, to be understood --

ignoring Jung's devouring abyss, where Idea, stripped of world-content

converges the limits of infinte and void -- what Sylvia Plath longed

toward in her "Poppies in July":

Little poppies, little hell flames,
Do you do no harm?...

A mouth just bloodied.
Little bloody skirts 1...

If I could bleed, or sleepl --
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If my mouth could marry a hurt like thatl...

But colourless. Colourless.

He on the verge of that, talking of myth and the collective un

conscious, yet drawing from the abstract surreal no such archetype as 

Picasso's GLsrrrica, still searching, through dream roots, swirl and 

vegetation, a 43 year old genius, not yet sure -- the private life 

also in upheaval...

99) Rothko 1961, Number 118, Nordrhein-Westfalen Coll'n, Dusseldorf

MUSIC: Messiaen 1940, Quatour pour la Fin du Temps, Beginning of last mvt,
----------------------------------- —----------------------------------Deutsche Gram. 2531 093

When suddenly, 1949, almost ten years after Messiaen's Quartet for 

the End of Time, Rothko, in touch with Barnett Newman, who had like

wise probed the surreal, and then struck deep into color pools crossed 

by one or two (more vital than geometric) bands -- now Rothko, nearing 

50, took up the rapturous drowning -- those soul absorbing color glows, 

melting at the edges like cloud: -- such a breakthrough as the poet 

Roethke's, though his led, outwardly, to classical measure:

In a dark time, the eye begins to see,
I meet my shadow in the deepening shade... 
I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.
I learn by going where I have to go.

How slowly dark comes down on what we do. (fade Messiaen)

100) Rothko 1970, Black on Gray, Acrylic, Anon, owner (Guggenheim show) 

MUSIC: same Messiaen, close of last movement

Although the soul-solitude of those paradox voids plagued Rothko 

with continual self-doubt, for 20 years he pursued the logic and mystery 

of that inmersion, culminating in the '60's in contemplative rooms of 

such hypnotic panels. Though of those for the Chapel of Religious
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Meditation in Houston, arranged like ikons by singles and triptychs 

(in suggested accord with the Passion of Christ) he said in disappoint

ment, shortly before his suicide; "I was always looking for something
new

more." He was 67, in poor health and with/family troubles; yet the 

release of the primordial, to draw an always expected more from an always 

attenuated less, until the infinite hangs on the zero, gives that death 

symbolic dimension.

At the end, he thinned to acrylic in this horizoned Black on Gray, 

whose Dark Light, draws us on, as to a landing on a formless planet, to 

grope the alien atmosphere for whatever we once called our own.

... Is this the way
The world melts, on the wind suffers a cloud change?

(close Messiaen)


